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7 YEAR OLD 15 HAND PALOMINO GELDING
**VIDEO**

$ 12,500

Description

Owen is a very cute and well put together AQHA registered 7 year old 15 hand mellow yellow gelding. Super
well-bred with Shining Spark, Wilywood and Colonel freckles right on his papers. This is a gentle and quiet kind
of a horse both in and out of the arena. He has a one hand neck rein and a nice slow jog. He will lope out of his
tracks, takes his leads, changes leads and has a nice stop, back up and has comfortable gates. He will side over
to open and close the gates. Owen is very settled anywhere we take him. When riding the trails he is happy to
lead or follow and will ride out quiet in larger groups as well as go out alone. He crosses the river, Trail Bridge,
tarps and such. He is very sure footed and navigates our steep rocky terrain carefully. In the city environment he
is relaxed about the cars, bikes, truck, barking dogs and all the “free” stuff at the end of everyone’s driveway and
has been ridden thru town. This is a calm and fun horse that is gentle to ride yet he will move it out when asked.
He hops right in the trailer and is a super fun horse to ride! He does have an old scar at the right rear hoof and a
bump on the bridge of his nose but they are both purely cosmetic only and do not bother him. We call it cowboy
jewelry! Gives him character! 100% sound, safe and gentle. Sold. Sorry you missed him. We have others. Feel
free to drop us a line and see if we have a match for you. Happy trails! :)

Status: Sold  Name: ROCKIN T SUGAR DADDY

Gender: Gelding  Age: 7 yrs

Height: 15 hands  Color: Palomino

Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)  Registered: Yes
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